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ORATION BY FREDERICK DOUGLASS Random House of Canada
The extraordinary life of Jackie Robinson is illuminated as never before in this full-scale
biography by Arnold Rampersad, who was chosen by Jack's widow, Rachel, to tell her
husband's story, and was given unprecedented access to his private papers. We are
brought closer than we have ever been to the great ballplayer, a man of courage and
quality who became a pivotal figure in the areas of race and civil rights. Born in the rural
South, the son of a sharecropper, Robinson was reared in southern California. We see him
blossom there as a student-athlete as he struggled against poverty and racism to uphold
the beliefs instilled in him by his mother--faith in family, education, America, and God. We
follow Robinson through World War II, when, in the first wave of racial integration in the
armed forces, he was commissioned as an officer, then court-martialed after refusing to
move to the back of a bus. After he plays in the Negro National League, we watch the
opening of an all-American drama as, late in 1945, Branch Rickey of the Brooklyn Dodgers
recognized Jack as the right player to break baseball's color barrier--and the game was
forever changed. Jack's never-before-published letters open up his relationship with his
family, especially his wife, Rachel, whom he married just as his perilous venture of
integrating baseball began. Her memories are a major resource of the narrative as we learn
about the severe harassment Robinson endured from teammates and opponents alike;
about death threats and exclusion; about joy and remarkable success. We watch his
courageous response to abuse, first as a stoic endurer, then as a fighter who epitomized
courage and defiance. We see his growing friendship with white players like Pee Wee
Reese and the black teammates who followed in his footsteps, and his embrace by
Brooklyn's fans. We follow his blazing career: 1947, Rookie of the Year; 1949, Most
Valuable Player; six pennants in ten seasons, and 1962, induction into the Hall of Fame.
But sports were merely one aspect of his life. We see his business ventures, his leading
role in the community, his early support of Martin Luther King Jr., his commitment to the
civil rights movement at a crucial stage in its evolution; his controversial associations with
Eisenhower, Kennedy, Nixon, Humphrey, Goldwater, Nelson Rockefeller, and Malcolm X.
Rampersad's magnificent biography leaves us with an indelible image of a principled man
who was passionate in his loyalties and opinions: a baseball player who could focus a
crowd's attention as no one before or since; an activist at the crossroads of his people's
struggle; a dedicated family man whose last years were plagued by illness and tragedy,
and who died prematurely at fifty-two. He was a pathfinder, an American hero, and he now
has the biography he deserves.
Top Dog Macmillan
"The Invisible Line" shines light on one of the most important, but too often hidden,
aspects of American history and culture. Sharfstein's narrative of three families
negotiating America's punishing racial terrain is a must read for all who are interested in
the construction of race in the United States." --Annette Gordon-Reed, Pulitzer Prize
winning author of The Hemingses of Monticello In America, race is a riddle. The stories
we tell about our past have calcified into the fiction that we are neatly divided into black
or white. It is only with the widespread availability of DNA testing and the boom in
genealogical research that the frequency with which individuals and entire families
crossed the color line has become clear. In this sweeping history, Daniel J. Sharfstein
unravels the stories of three families who represent the complexity of race in America
and force us to rethink our basic assumptions about who we are. The Gibsons were
wealthy landowners in the South Carolina backcountry who became white in the 1760s,
ascending to the heights of the Southern elite and ultimately to the U.S. Senate. The
Spencers were hardscrabble farmers in the hills of Eastern Kentucky, joining an isolated
Appalachian community in the 1840s and for the better part of a century hovering on the
line between white and black. The Walls were fixtures of the rising black middle class in
post-Civil War Washington, D.C., only to give up everything they had fought for to

become white at the dawn of the twentieth century. Together, their interwoven and
intersecting stories uncover a forgotten America in which the rules of race were
something to be believed but not necessarily obeyed. Defining their identities first as
people of color and later as whites, these families provide a lens for understanding how
people thought about and experienced race and how these ideas and experiences evolved-
how the very meaning of black and white changed-over time. Cutting through centuries of
myth, amnesia, and poisonous racial politics, The Invisible Line will change the way we
talk about race, racism, and civil rights.

From Here to Equality, Second Edition Simon and Schuster
Walter Byers, who served as NCAA executive director from 1951 to 1987, was charged with
the dual mission of keeping intercollegiate sports clean while generating millions of dollars
each year as income for the colleges. Here Byers exposes, as only he can, the history and
present-day state of college athletics: monetary gifts, questionable academic standards,
advertising endorsements, legal battles, and the political manipulation of college presidents.
Byers believes that modern-day college sports are no longer a student activity: they are a high-
dollar commercial enter-prise, and college athletes should have the same access to the free
market as their coaches and colleges. He favors no one as he cites individual cases of
corruption in NCAA history. From Byers' first enforcement case, against the University of
Kentucky in 1952, to the NCAA's 1987 "death penalty" levied against Southern Methodist
University of Dallas, he shows the change in the athletic environment from simple rules and
personally responsible officials to convoluted, cyclopedic regulations with high-priced legal
firms defending college violators against a limited NCAA enforcement system. This book is a
must for anyone involved in college sports--athletes, coaches, fans, college faculty, and
administrators. "There has been no other executive in the history of professional, college, or
amateur sports who has had such an impact in his area." --Keith Jackson, ABC Sports
"Walter Byers has done more to shape intercollegiate athletics that any single person in
history. He brought a combination of leadership, insight, and integrity to intercollegiate
athletics that we will never again see equaled." --Bob Knight, Head Basketball Coach,
Indiana University As NCAA executive director, Byers started the an enforcement program,
pioneered a national academic rule for athletes, and signed more than fifty television
contracts with ABC, CBS, NBC, ESPN, and Turner Broadcasting. He oversaw the growth of
the NCAA basketball tournament to one that, in 1988, grossed $68.2 million. As the one
person who has been inside college athletics for forty years, Walter Byers is uniquely
qualified to tell the story of the NCAA and today's exploitation of college athletes.
The Invisible Line Ravenio Books
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ‧ The brilliant coming-of-age-and-into-superstardom story of one
of the greatest artists of all time, in his own words—featuring never-before-seen photos, original scrapbooks
and lyric sheets, and the exquisite memoir he began writing before his tragic death NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST MUSIC BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST AND THE GUARDIAN ‧
NOMINATED FOR THE NAACP IMAGE AWARD Prince was a musical genius, one of the most
beloved, accomplished, and acclaimed musicians of our time. He was a startlingly original visionary with an
imagination deep enough to whip up whole worlds, from the sexy, gritty funk paradise of “Uptown” to the
mythical landscape of Purple Rain to the psychedelia of “Paisley Park.” But his most ambitious creative act
was turning Prince Rogers Nelson, born in Minnesota, into Prince, one of the greatest pop stars of any era.
The Beautiful Ones is the story of how Prince became Prince—a first-person account of a kid absorbing the
world around him and then creating a persona, an artistic vision, and a life, before the hits and fame that
would come to define him. The book is told in four parts. The first is the memoir Prince was writing before
his tragic death, pages that bring us into his childhood world through his own lyrical prose. The second part
takes us through Prince’s early years as a musician, before his first album was released, via an evocative
scrapbook of writing and photos. The third section shows us Prince’s evolution through candid images that
go up to the cusp of his greatest achievement, which we see in the book’s fourth section: his original
handwritten treatment for Purple Rain—the final stage in Prince’s self-creation, where he retells the
autobiography of the first three parts as a heroic journey. The book is framed by editor Dan Piepenbring’s
riveting and moving introduction about his profound collaboration with Prince in his final months—a time
when Prince was thinking deeply about how to reveal more of himself and his ideas to the world, while
retaining the mystery and mystique he’d so carefully cultivated—and annotations that provide context to
the book’s images. This work is not just a tribute to an icon, but an original and energizing literary work in
its own right, full of Prince’s ideas and vision, his voice and image—his undying gift to the world.
Lose Your Mother Univ of California Press

Slavery is illegal throughout the world, yet more than twenty-seven
million people are still trapped in one of history's oldest social
institutions. Kevin Bales's disturbing story of slavery today reaches
from brick kilns in Pakistan and brothels in Thailand to the offices of
multinational corporations. His investigation of conditions in
Mauritania, Brazil, Thailand, Pakistan, and India reveals the tragic
emergence of a "new slavery," one intricately linked to the global
economy. The new slaves are not a long-term investment as was true with
older forms of slavery, explains Bales. Instead, they are cheap, require
little care, and are disposable. Three interrelated factors have helped
create the new slavery. The enormous population explosion over the past
three decades has flooded the world's labor markets with millions of
impoverished, desperate people. The revolution of economic globalization
and modernized agriculture has dispossessed poor farmers, making them and
their families ready targets for enslavement. And rapid economic change
in developing countries has bred corruption and violence, destroying
social rules that might once have protected the most vulnerable
individuals. Bales's vivid case studies present actual slaves,
slaveholders, and public officials in well-drawn historical,
geographical, and cultural contexts. He observes the complex economic
relationships of modern slavery and is aware that liberation is a bitter
victory for a child prostitute or a bondaged miner if the result is
starvation. Bales offers suggestions for combating the new slavery and
provides examples of very positive results from organizations such as
Anti-Slavery International, the Pastoral Land Commission in Brazil, and
the Human Rights Commission in Pakistan. He also calls for researchers to
follow the flow of raw materials and products from slave to marketplace
in order to effectively target campaigns of "naming and shaming"
corporations linked to slavery. Disposable People is the first book to
point the way to abolishing slavery in today's global economy. All of the
author's royalties from this book go to fund anti-slavery projects around
the world.

Young, Black, Rich, and Famous Junior CAM Publishing
In an era when black athletes are commonly compared to the African
slaves, Dr. Pinckney attempts to draw a connection to William
Rhoden’s “Forty Million Dollar Slaves” and Harry Edward’s earlier
work about the black athletes’ integration and segregation issues.
Furthermore, this book is an attempt to chronicle the past and
current history of blacks in sports. This book reads like a hybrid
book—part history, part sociology, and part current issues. Dr.
Pinckney captures the rise and slow decline of segregation in
college and professional athletics. Dr. Pinckney examines how
social and political forces imposed policies of racism, and
explains the social forces that eventually forced blacks and
historical black colleges and universities to accept second
class–segregated competition. By some accounts five hundred years
ago, our African ancestors were running from the slave catcher and
slave ships to avoid slavery; however, today the descendants of
slaves are still running. In fact, they are running, jumping,
shooting baskets, and catching odd-shaped balls for their masters.
Sporting events such as track and field, football, and basketball
are mainly dominated by blacks. On any given Saturday afternoon at
majority-white institutions, the black athlete can be found
entertaining not only their immediate white master, but their white
masters in terms of the disproportionate number of white fans,
including faculty, staff, and college administrators. This in
itself has predated far too many black athletes to slavery and the
conditions of modern-day slavery at the hand of athletics. Truly,
sports in America today as we know it has psychologically damaged
the black athlete.
On the Shoulders of Giants Ballantine Books
ESPN's Sal Paolantonio explores just how crucial football is to
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understanding the American psyche Using some of the most prominent voices
in pro sports and cultural and media criticism, "How Football Explains
America" is a fascinating, first-of-its-kind journey through the making
of America's most complex, intriguing, and popular game. It tackles
varying American themes--from Manifest Destiny to "fourth and one"--as it
answers the age-old question Why does America love football so much? An
unabashedly celebratory explanation of America's love affair with the
game and the men who make it possible, this work sheds light on how the
pioneers and cowboys helped create a game that resembled their march
across the continent. It explores why rugby and soccer don't excite the
American male like football does and how the game's rules are continually
changing to enhance the dramatic action and create a better narrative. It
also investigates the eternal appeal of the heroic quarterback position,
the sport's rich military lineage, and how the burgeoning medium of
television identified and exploited the NFL's great characters. It is a
must read for anyone interested in more fully understanding not only the
game but also the nation in which it thrives. Updated throughout and with
a new introduction, this edition brings "How Football Explains America"
to paperback for the first time.
Forty Million Dollar Slaves ESPN
A startling and superbly researched book demythologizing the North’s role
in American slavery “The hardest question is what to do when human rights
give way to profits. . . . Complicity is a story of the skeletons that
remain in this nation’s closet.”—San Francisco Chronicle The North’s
profit from—indeed, dependence on—slavery has mostly been a shameful and
well-kept secret . . . until now. Complicity reveals the cruel truth
about the lucrative Triangle Trade of molasses, rum, and slaves that
linked the North to the West Indies and Africa. It also discloses the
reality of Northern empires built on tainted profits—run, in some cases,
by abolitionists—and exposes the thousand-acre plantations that existed
in towns such as Salem, Connecticut. Here, too, are eye-opening accounts
of the individuals who profited directly from slavery far from the Mason-
Dixon line. Culled from long-ignored documents and reports—and bolstered
by rarely seen photos, publications, maps, and period drawings—Complicity
is a fascinating and sobering work that actually does what so many books
pretend to do: shed light on America’s past.
The New Plantation Penguin
Both an unflinching indictment of past wrongs and an impassioned call to
America to educate its citizens about the history of Africa and its
people, The Debt says in no uncertain terms what white America owes
blacks—and what blacks owe themselves. In this powerful and controversial
book, distinguished African-American political leader and thinker Randall
Robinson argues for the restoration of the rich history that slavery and
segregation severed. Drawing from research and personal experience, he
shows that only by reclaiming their lost past and proud heritage can
blacks lay the foundation for their future. And white Americans can begin
making reparations for slavery and the century of racial discrimination
that followed with monetary restitution, educational programs, and the
kinds of equal opportunities that will ensure the social and economic
success of all citizens. “Engaging...Robinson continues an important
conversation...His anecdotes support his attempts to reclaim African
American heritage and empower African Americans.”—The Washington Post
Going Off Twelve
The Revolt of the Black Athlete hit sport and society like an Ali
combination. This Fiftieth Anniversary edition of Harry Edwards's classic
of activist scholarship arrives even as a new generation engages with the
issues he explored. Edwards's new introduction and afterword revisit the
revolts by athletes like Muhammad Ali, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Tommie Smith,
and John Carlos. At the same time, he engages with the struggles of a
present still rife with racism, double-standards, and economic injustice.
Again relating the rebellion of black athletes to a larger spirit of
revolt among black citizens, Edwards moves his story forward to our era
of protests, boycotts, and the dramatic politicization of athletes by
Black Lives Matter. Incisive yet ultimately hopeful, The Revolt of the
Black Athlete is the still-essential study of the conflicts at the
interface of sport, race, and society.

From Slaveships to Scholarships University of Texas Press
In Young, Black, Rich, and Famous, Todd Boyd chronicles how
basketball and hip hop have gone from being reviled by the American
mainstream in the 1970s to being embraced and imitated globally
today. For young black men, he argues, they represent a new version
of the American dream, one embodying the hopes and desires of those

excluded from the original version. Shedding light on both
perception and reality, Boyd shows that the NBA has been at the
forefront of recognizing and incorporating cultural shifts?from the
initial image of 1970s basketball players as overpaid black drug
addicts, to Michael Jordan?s spectacular rise as a universally
admired icon, to the 1990s, when the hip hop aesthetic (for
example, Allen Iverson?s cornrows, multiple tattoos, and defiant,
in-your-face attitude) appeared on the basketball court. Hip hop
lyrics, with their emphasis on ?keepin? it real? and marked by a
colossal indifference to mainstream taste, became an equally
powerful influence on young black men. These two influences have
created a brand-new, brand-name generation that refuses to
assimilate but is nonetheless an important part of mainstream
American culture. This Bison Books edition includes a new
introduction by the author.

We Matter One World
New York Times bestselling author and living legend Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar shares how the power of the Harlem Renaissance
led him to become the man he is today—basketball superstar,
jazz enthusiast, historian, and Black American icon. In On the
Shoulders of Giants, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar invites us on an
extraordinarily personal journey back to his birthplace of
Harlem through one of the greatest political, cultural,
literary, and artistic movements in history. He reveals the
tremendous impact the Harlem Renaissance had on both American
culture and his own life. Travel deep into the soul of the
Renaissance—the night clubs, restaurants, basketball games,
and fabulous parties that have made footprints in Harlem’s
history. Meet the athletes, jazz musicians, comedians, actors,
politicians, entrepreneurs, and writers who not only inspired
Kareem’s rise to greatness but an entire nation.
Basketball Slave Thomas Nelson
The New Plantation examines the controversial relationship
between predominantly White NCAA Division I Institutions (PWI
s) and black athletes, utilizing an internal colonial model.
It provides a much-needed in-depth analysis to fully
comprehend the magnitude of the forces at work that impact
black athletes experiences at PWI s. Hawkins provides a
conceptual framework for understanding the structural
arrangements of PWI s and how they present challenges to Black
athletes academic success; yet, challenges some have overcome
and gone on to successful careers, while many have succumbed
to these prevailing structural arrangements and have not
benefited accordingly. The work is a call for academic reform,
collective accountability from the communities that bear the
burden of nurturing this athletic talent and the institutions
that benefit from it, and collective consciousness to the
Black male athletes that make of the largest percentage of
athletes who generate the most revenue for the NCAA and its
member institutions. Its hope is to promote a balanced
exchange in the athletic services rendered and the educational
services received.
Jackie Robinson Akashic Books
Chronicling the heroic struggle to topple the sports worlds
staunchest racial barrier, this volume is filled with personal
anecdotes and firsthand recollections from such NFL greats as
Warren Moon, Doug Williams, Donovan McNabb, and Steve McNair.
The Half Has Never Been Told Public Affairs
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK The long-awaited autobiography
from Georgetown University’s legendary coach, whose life on
and off the basketball court throws America’s unresolved
struggle with racial justice into sharp relief John Thompson
was never just a basketball coach and I Came As a Shadow is

categorically not just a basketball autobiography. After three
decades at the center of race and sports in America, the first
Black head coach to win an NCAA championship is ready to make
the private public. Chockful of stories and moving beyond mere
stats (and what stats! three Final Fours, four times national
coach of the year, seven Big East championships, 97 percent
graduation rate), Thompson’s book drives us through his
childhood under Jim Crow segregation to our current moment of
racial reckoning. We experience riding shotgun with Celtics
icon Red Auerbach, and coaching NBA Hall of Famers like Patrick
Ewing and Allen Iverson. How did he inspire the phrase “Hoya
Paranoia”? You’ll see. And thawing his historically glacial
stare, Thompson brings us into his negotiation with a DC drug
kingpin in his players’ orbit in the 1980s, as well as behind
the scenes on the Nike board today. Thompson’s mother was a
teacher who couldn’t teach because she was Black. His father
could not read or write, so the only way he could identify
different cements at the factory where he worked was to taste
them. Their son grew up to be a man with his own life-sized
statue in a building that bears his family’s name on a campus
once kept afloat by the selling of 272 enslaved people. This is
a great American story, and John Thompson’s experience sheds
light on many of the issues roiling our nation. In these pages,
he proves himself to be the elder statesman college basketball
and the country need to hear from now. I Came As A Shadow is
not a swan song, but a bullhorn blast from one of America’s
most prominent sons.
Football's Fearless Activists Haymarket Books
Winner of the 2015 Avery O. Craven Prize from the Organization
of American Historians Winner of the 2015 Sidney Hillman Prize
A groundbreaking history demonstrating that America's economic
supremacy was built on the backs of slaves Americans tend to
cast slavery as a pre-modern institution -- the nation's
original sin, perhaps, but isolated in time and divorced from
America's later success. But to do so robs the millions who
suffered in bondage of their full legacy. As historian Edward
E. Baptist reveals in The Half Has Never Been Told, the
expansion of slavery in the first eight decades after American
independence drove the evolution and modernization of the
United States. In the span of a single lifetime, the South
grew from a narrow coastal strip of worn-out tobacco
plantations to a continental cotton empire, and the United
States grew into a modern, industrial, and capitalist economy.
Told through intimate slave narratives, plantation records,
newspapers, and the words of politicians, entrepreneurs, and
escaped slaves, The Half Has Never Been Told offers a radical
new interpretation of American history.
The Heritage Simon and Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “An explosive and absorbing discussion of
race, politics, and the history of American sports.”—Ebony From Jackie
Robinson to Muhammad Ali and Arthur Ashe, African American athletes have
been at the center of modern culture, their on-the-field heroics admired
and stratospheric earnings envied. But for all their money, fame, and
achievement, says New York Times columnist William C. Rhoden, black
athletes still find themselves on the periphery of true power in the
multibillion-dollar industry their talent built. Provocative and
controversial, Rhoden’s $40 Million Slaves weaves a compelling narrative
of black athletes in the United States, from the plantation to their
beginnings in nineteenth-century boxing rings to the history-making
accomplishments of notable figures such as Jesse Owens, Althea Gibson,
and Willie Mays. Rhoden reveals that black athletes’ “evolution” has
merely been a journey from literal plantations—where sports were
introduced as diversions to quell revolutionary stirrings—to today’s
figurative ones, in the form of collegiate and professional sports
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programs. He details the “conveyor belt” that brings kids from inner
cities and small towns to big-time programs, where they’re cut off from
their roots and exploited by team owners, sports agents, and the media.
He also sets his sights on athletes like Michael Jordan, who he says have
abdicated their responsibility to the community with an apathy that
borders on treason. The power black athletes have today is as limited as
when masters forced their slaves to race and fight. The primary
difference is, today’s shackles are invisible. Praise for Forty Million
Dollar Slaves “A provocative, passionate, important, and disturbing
book.”—The New York Times Book Review “Brilliant . . . a beautifully
written, complex, and rich narrative.”—Washington Post Book World “A
powerful call for more black athletes to give back to their
communities.”—Los Angeles Times

Third and a Mile Beacon Press
Donald Sterling. Ray Rice. The Washington Redskins. The Miami
Dolphins. NCAA Athletes. These names, among countless others,
have blanketed the headlines as the media has brought global
attention to several recent sports controversies. Now, Kenneth
L. Shropshire, The Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania professor of Legal Studies and Business Ethics
and Director of the Wharton Sports Business Initiative, uses
these stories as a prism for exploring the leadership
challenges facing team owners, management, players, and fans.
In Sport Matters: Leadership, Power, and the Quest for Respect
in Sports, Shropshire examines the need for diversity,
inclusion, respect, and equality in sports, focusing on the
need for leadership to embrace and deliver these principles in
a real and tangible way within the sports industry. He also
introduces the Sports Power Matrix, a framework for
understanding power within the sports industry. Sport Matters
addresses what the Donald Sterling drama can teach us about
race and the need for inclusion at the ownership level; the
lessons learned from the NFL and Ray Rice case; the Washington
Redskins name and the economics of change; what the Miami
Dolphins matter tells us about respect in the workplace and
beyond; and compensation and equality in "amateur" sports.
Sport Matters, filled with disturbing revelations and
uncomfortable truths, also provides hope, revealing how
obstacles to achieving an ideal culture of equality and
respect within the sports industry can be removed. Shropshire
argues that while change matters, continued emphasis on
diversity, inclusion and respect is needed to create true
progress.
The Game Is Not a Game Wentworth Press
Triumphant wins, gut-wrenching losses, last-second shots, underdogs,
competition, and loyalty—it’s fun to be a fan. But when a football player
takes a hit to the head after yet another study has warned of the dangers
of CTE, or when a team whose mascot was born in an era of racism and
bigotry takes the field, or when a relief pitcher accused of domestic
violence saves the game, how is one to cheer? Welcome to the club for
sports fans who care too much. In Loving Sports When They Don’t Love You
Back, acclaimed sports writers Jessica Luther and Kavitha A. Davidson
tackle the most pressing issues in sports, why they matter, and how we
can do better. For the authors, “sticking to sports” is not an option—not
when our taxes are paying for the stadiums, and college athletes aren’t
getting paid at all. But simply quitting a favorite team won’t change
corrupt and deplorable practices, and the root causes of many of these
problems are endemic in our wider society. An essential read for modern
fans, Loving Sports When They Don’t Love You Back challenges the status
quo and explores how we might begin to reconcile our conscience with our
fandom.

Unsportsmanlike Conduct Simon and Schuster
Describes how the origins and development of the three major
professional team sports in the United States have reflected
human psychological needs and social and economic changes in
the United States.
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